
FABRICATE.
MACHINE.
ASSEMBLE.
NOW THERE’S A TRIPLE THREAT.



EXACTLY THE RIGHT FIT
If you’re looking for a trusted partner for “mid to mega” metal fabrication, look no 
further than ExacTech. We are a world-class, turnkey metalworking operation that 
handles custom metal fabrication, ultra-precision CNC machining, burning, blasting, 
metal assembly and finishing services. Located in Northeast Wisconsin, we work 
with customers around the world to provide high-quality, precision fabrication for such 
industries as: Mining, Marine, Construction and Energy.

With a lifting capacity of 100 tons and our highly-experienced fabricators, machinists and 
assemblers, we not only out-lift, but outsmart the competition.

 � ISO 9001 certified quality 
 � Expedited quote system
 � Comprehensive turnkey solutions
 � AWS D1.1 – all wire types
 � Advanced machining tools
 � CNC precision engineering and production
 � Computerized process with 4-point inspection
 � One of the largest CNC horizontal boring machines in the Midwest
 � Over 80,000 sqft. of manufacturing space
 � Dual 50-ton cranes (100-ton total)
 � Full assembly capabilities



MID-SIZE to MEGA FABRICATION (UP TO 100 tonS)
ExacTech’s value streams are built around both mid-sized and mega (50+ ton) metal 
fabrication. Our multi-pass welding discipline ensures the ultimate in quality and our 
multi-point inspection at every turn guarantees the consistency and performance that 
your brand deserves. 

Plus, with a world-class facility and oversized capabilities, we relish the challenge of 
being awarded mega build jobs and pride ourselves on delivering every time.

 � Plasma and Oxy Fuel, dual-drive gantry burn tables
 � 80,000 sqft. manufacturing floor for mega builds 
 � Multiple weld tables
 � Sub-arc welding capabilities
 � Multi-crane lifting with 100-ton capacity

MACHINING
Take a tour of our facility and you’ll be impressed by the array of lifting and press equipment 
next to hi-precision CNC burning, machining and boring equipment. All of which is 
operated by the finest in the business, providing us with the capabilities for various 
shapes and sizes.

 � WMW BP-180 CNC traveling column boring bar with fanuc 18MC control
 Travel X = 36′, Y = 16.5′, Z = 6′

 � HNK model HFB 150 CNC RAM/floor heavy duty horizontal boring & milling machine
 Travel X = 20′, Y = 10.5′, Z = 2.6′

 � Machining Centers with envelopes between 40”-60”

PAINTING
We have a separate oversized cleaning and blasting facility adjacent to our 
manufacturing plant. From here, our team of skilled painters can work to military and 
marine standards and our spray room can handle the most complex of applications. 

 � 60 ft. x 70 ft. blasting facility
 � 18 ft. x 55 ft. and  20 ft. x 51 ft. paint booths

ASSEMBLY
After our finishing and painting process, we have the added capabilities to assemble 
units to your specifications, saving you time and labor at the delivery site. With a 
60,000 sqft. shop floor for assembling very large jobs, our team can then build units 
before delivery to ensure proper fit and functionality.  

 � 60,000 sqft. assembly floor 
 � OEM trained assemblers



107 E. WALNUT STREET, STURGEON BAY, WI 54235
PHONE: (920) 746-0082   |   sales@exactechinc.com   |   EXACTECHINC.COM

To complement our superior manufacturing, we implement a Quality System,
certified by QAS according to Standard ISO 9001:2008


